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Introduction
TRACK aims to create an interregional ecosystem that stimulates innovative solutions and joint
investments to face up to the challenges and opportunities of the agrifood industry 4.0 revolution.
Indeed, the agrifood sector is subject to strong external pressures, such as a rising demand for food
world-wide, competition for land, the globalisation of trade, threats from animal/plant diseases,
environmental changes or public health considerations. The European agrifood industry must become
more efficient and sustainable if it wants to survive and thrive; taking advantage of the opportunities
offered by new technological developments is therefore essential.
TRACK’s WP3 Innovation and Business Facilitation seeks to develop and implement a common
approach (including common tools and methodology) to help the 290 agrifood SME members of the
consortium partner organisations (and possibly beyond) increase their innovation and business
acumen, learn from one another and collaborate inter-regionally so as to better leverage the
opportunities of the industry 4.0 revolution, and primarily Traceability and Big Data (T&BD). The
consortium partners forming an inter-regional network of cluster managers are expected to share with
one another on T&BD funding and support initiatives existing in their region and to learn and build on
each other’s strengths to reinforce their position as innovation and business facilitators for their
regional SMEs.
In Task 3.2 Boosting innovation and business for SMEs the TRACK partners are developing “openspaces” to foster collaboration opportunities among SMEs of the different regions and to boost crossfertilization and public-private collaboration in traceability & big data in agrifood. Partner clusters act
as innovation brokers and facilitators with regards to SMEs. Their work is expected to accelerate the
emergence and exploitation of innovative solutions in traceability & big data in agrifood, facilitating
the transition of SMEs towards the Industry 4.0 paradigm and boosting their integration into digital
value chains. Activities in this task are primarily implemented through a number of events:




1-to-1 Trans-Cluster Matchmaking Events (TCME; T3.2.1 presented in this deliverable)
Thematic Missions (T3.2.2, to be presented in D3.5 at M24)
webinars (T3.2.3, detailed in this D3.6 at M24);

All these events foresee the potential involvement of the TRACK bankable collaborative innovation
and business projects identified as part of Task 3.3 to strengthen the collaboration among the
participant clusters and create a fruitful cross-fertilization for their SME members.
T3.2 naturally builds on activities and outcomes of T3.1 Common Innovation and Business Approach
for T&BD opportunities and first and foremost the TRACK interactive map presenting “routes” to
solutions to T&BD challenges (available at https://trackgrowingdata.eu/best-practice/ and detailed in
deliverable D3.1 & D3.3) ; including a repository of good practices on the topic developed by agrifood
clusters and others (i.e. beyond the actual project consortium too; detailed in D3.2).

1. Scope of T3.2.3
Sub-task 3.2.3 “Common webinars” foresaw the organisation of at least six online courses to be
facilitated on topics including the latest trends in farming 4.0, precision agriculture, traceability and
Big Data. Additional webinars were also to be organized around the selected pilot bankable projects
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(at least 1 per region) to be presented in the form of interviews between cluster managers and the
pilot project holders and open for questions by webinar participants.
This deliverable report D3.6 contains a summary of each webinar courses, including: an overview of
the presentations, number of the participants and eventual resulting actions. The rationale behind
holding webinars was to share insights and knowledge of hot topics around agrifood digitalisation in
ab “easy to access format”, live and that would be registered so that people could watch them
whenever it would suit them. This format ended being extremely relevant in times of the sanitary crisis
of 2020; with no physical events being possible, the webinar format indeed became all the more
relevant.
A total of 11 webinars were held as part of T3.2.3. More details follow hereafter.
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2. Overview of the activities and results
A calendar of TRACK WP3 webinars was agreed at the second project meeting in June 2019 in the Netherlands and presented in the 2nd project
progress report (D1.6). That first version was gradually revised based on availability of experts or other considerations. The changes (e.g. average
duration reduced to 90 min instead of 120 min based on the experience of the first 2 webinars; a small change of focus for webinar#4; the correction
of a typo for webinar#6 which is in fact was due to be run by ATC and not CTA) have not impacted the main spirit of proposing a total of 6 thematic
webinars, on a 6 to 8 week basis, covering topics relevant to the latest trends in farming 4.0, precision agriculture, traceability & big data. Some
delays in organising webinar#5 led by VV were unfortunately amplified by the COVID-19 crisis which eventually led to that webinar being proposed
on 20 April rather than in February. As planned, five additional webinars were also programmed around the 7 selected T3.3 bankable projects
presented in the form of interviews between the cluster managers and the project holders. Here follows the final webinar schedule:
Webinar#
1
2
3

TRACK partner Webinar title
CTA
“How to approach agrifood food market? including success
cases of Spanish ICT companies” (in coordination with WP4)
Clust-ER
"ICT for Agrifood: Not a single technology, it’s all
interconnected!" Technical webinar on ICT Solutions
CTA
Introduction on EU projects with vouchers

31 October 2019
10 December 2019

4

GPWH

5

VV

Co-building AgTech solutions with producers

21 April 2020

6

ATC

20 May 2020

#7 to 11

All

Digital Innovation Hubs - an opportunity for agriculture
digitalisation
"Bankable project results" & TRACK support interviews

7
8
9
10
11

Clust-ER
VV
CTA/Clust-ER
ATC
GPWH
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Robots & agrifood

Date of Webinar
24 October 2019

"Bankable project results"
"Bankable project results"
"Bankable project results"
"Bankable project results"
"Bankable project results"
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13 January 2020

Duration of webinar
90 min (60 min
interview/ 30 min Q&A)
90 min (60 min
interview/ 30 min Q&A)
90 min (60 min
interview/ 30 min Q&A)
90 min (60 min
interview/ 30 min Q&A)
90 min (60 min
interview/ 30 min Q&A)
90 min (60 min
interview/ 30 min Q&A)

From 19/06 to 17/07/20
19/06/2020
26/06/2020
03/07/2020
10/07/2020
17/07/2020

6

30 min (20 min
interview/ 10 min Q&A)
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For each webinar a poster and a detailed flyer was created by GPWH; all posters and webinars were
given the same look and feel to ensure a consistent identity; hereafter is an example of the poster and
the flyer for Vegepolys Valley’s webinar on Co-building AgTech solutions with producers:

Figure 1: example of webinar poster

Figure 2: Example of full webinar flyer

Live participation of our 7 bankable projects to some of the 6 thematic webinars:
bankable
project SMEs
Zuffellato
Sis.ter
Naturcode
Centric-IT
ADI
SITIA

WB#1

WB#2

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

WB#3

WB#4

WB#5

Y
Y
Y
Y

WB#6

Y
Y

Y

WEENAT

Overall, our webinars were followed live by 192 participants from at least 20 countries and viewed
237 times on YouTube.
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3. Overview of key indicators
Here is an overview of the webinars held, with a screenshot of their flyer and the number of online
participants and YouTube views1 to date:
TRACK
partner
CTA

Clust-ER

CTA

1

Webinar title

Date

Scope of webinar (brief
abstract)

Participants &
YouTube views

24-Oct19

This webinar provided ideas
and suggestions of how ICT
companies can approach
agrifood market. Also, some
ICT and agritech SMEs will
participated talking about
their success case and giving
some advices of how they
deployed their business plan
into agrifood sector.

28 registrations
22 participants
22 views

"ICT for Agrifood: Not a single technology,
it’s all interconnected!" (Technical
webinar on ICT Solutions)

31/10/19

ICT-Agrifood challenges
Some suggestions and
winning approaches; trendy
Blockchain is not a solution to
all problems!

35 registrations
14 participants
67 YouTube
views

“EU funding for R&D&I aggrotech
projects led by SMEs” an introduction on
EU projects with vouchers

11/12/19

Cascade funding projects:
presentation of three main
European projects in which
Technological Corporation of
Andalusia (CTA) participates

18
Registrations/
Participants

“ICT for agrifood – how to
approachagrifood market"

All available at: https://trackgrowingdata.eu/webinar-register/
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GPWH

2

Robots & agrifood: Will robots replace
humans in the greenhouse?

30/01/20

and which are funding
technology projects through
Open Call for Projects

64 YouTube
views2

Example of robotics in
horticulture and how can
humans and robots work
alongside in the greenhouses

28 registrations
16 participants
32 YouTube
views

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fx_ZwMhKPVo&t=33s
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VV

Co-building AgTech solutions with
producers

21/04/20

AgTech solutions are entering
the market. Among the
suppliers of these solutions, a
lot of stat-ups propose new
sensors, decision making
tools, traceability or part of
traceability solutions. This
webinar will present
some examples from AgTech
companies that have used cobuilding with producers
during their innovation
process.

40 registrations
55 participants
Recording
failed

ATC

Digital Innovation Hubs - an
opportunity for agriculture
digitalisation

20/05/20

The main objective of the
webminar is to offer a
comprehensive view of the
concept of Digital Innovation
Hubs (DIHs), as possible tools
to implement digital
innovation in agricultural
sector. Also, the participants
will have the possibility to get
knowledges about the EU’s
policy in frame of
digitalisation, especially on
agricultural related sectors.

35 registrations
26 participants
8 YouTube
views

SME interviews webinars:
The SME interview webinar series was conceived as a series of short, informative, regular
appointments with innovative SMEs that could be considered to be thought leaders for digitalisation
of agrifood. The interview format was chosen to ensure a dynamic session.
Hereafter follows the detail of the appointments held over 5 weeks, before the summer break of
2020:
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TRACK
partner

SME interviewed

Date

Participants &
downloads

Clust-ER

Zuffellato

19/06/2020

4 registrations
4 participants
3 YouTube
views

VegepolysValley

SITIA & WEENAT

26/06/2020

6 registrations
9 participants
7 YouTube
views

Clust-ER &
CTA

Sis.ter & Naturcode

03/07/2020

19 registrations
5 participants
16 YouTube
views
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ATC

Centric-IT
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10/07/2020
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GPWH

Screenshot of the session
ADI
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17/07/2020
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views
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4. Resulting actions & Conclusions
Through 11 webinars, Task 3.2 has reached out to a total of 429 persons (total of: 228 registrations;
192 participants; 237 YouTube views). As all but one of the webinars are available on replay on
YouTube and from our website https://trackgrowingdata.eu/webinar-register/, views have continued
increasing regularly.
Post-project, the YouTube links to the recording of the webinars will remain valid will still be available
and accessible at https://www.traceabilityandbigdata.eu/ as the S3 Platform will take over the custody
of our project’s legacy.
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